
Nothing better on a cold winter's night!
And - so E-Z to freeze for another day.

In a heavy sauce pan over med-hi heat sauté until tender:
� 1T Olive Oil

          Pinch each coarse grind salt & pepper
� 3   leeks, washed * trimmed and sliced
� ½ C leaves from the center of a stalk of celery, washed and diced
� 1         Bay leaf

Don't allow veggies to go dry. You may add a LITTLE broth or stock to keep moist 
and lower the heat. 
Add:   2 C LOW Sodium with NO added sugar chicken stock or veggie broth

Bring to a simmer and reduce heat for 20 minutes. At this point you 
may allow soup to cool to room temperature then bag for freezing** .  
Or simply pour a LITTLE heavy cream*** into a soup bowl add hot soup and serve with a 
little grated Parmesan cheese and snipped chives (these freeze well too). 

*  Remove  the  top  dark  green  leaves,  split  the  leek  vertically  leaving  the  root  stem  in 
tact.  Place  in  3"  of  cold  water  in  your  sink  fanning  out  and  shaking  the  leaves  to 
dislodge  any  sand,  dirt  or  grit.  Shake  out  the  water,  remove  the  root  end  and  slice 
thinly. 
**  Date  qt.  size  zip  bags,  fill  ½,  lay  flat  on  small  wax  paper  lined  baking  pan.  Gently 
remove all the air, seal and freeze. The next day stack upright in a basket in freezer.
*** Heavy cream is more satisfying than milk or half/half and you will use much less.
**** The secret to using turnips successfully is on page 43 of Cooking with Judy.

There are  dozens of  variations to this  recipe simply  by adding any of  the following 
or any combination you like: broccoli,  water chestnuts, kale, mustard greens, Swiss 
chard, carrots, celery root, parsnips or even turnips**** .
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Leek Soup

UPDATE: Glass Skillet that I love — Discovered they do scratch and chip. Found 
an article that recommended NOT putting them in the dishwasher. Simply wash with a 
drop of Dawn, rinse well and wipe dry. 
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